The Orange Grove is an online library of free, high-quality learning resources where Florida's educators discover, contribute, store, manage, and electronically share content.

- Educators can create resources once, then reuse and share them an unlimited number of times, enriching academic and learning communities and avoiding duplication of development effort.

- The repository houses many types of resources, from single video, audio, or image files to complete lessons. All resources are described according to international standards, as well as Florida-relevant descriptors. Searchable fields include: keywords, age appropriateness, higher education course number, Sunshine State Standards, and other user-defined fields.

- Users have a single online access point to high-quality, accurate, reusable learning resources to enhance and improve learning for PreK-20 Florida students.

- The repository software can “integrate” directly with an institutional learning management system (LMS), allowing faculty users to enter the repository simply by selecting a link from their LMS home page without the need for additional authentication.

Visit The Orange Grove today: http://florida.theorangegrove.org